THE BIG RESTORATION
THE RESTORER
Jim Stuart lives in
Dunfermline, Fife. He took
early retirement in 2017 after
a successful career in electronic
engineering and sales, which
coincided neatly with peak
effort on the Mercedes.
What’s next? A bit of
a rest!

Jim ignored all the advice
and bought his SL blind.
It didn’t look too bad…
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t would take an old Mercedes SL to get
electronics engineer Jim Stuart out of his
comfort zone. Away from printed circuit
boards and into welding, painting and
mechanical work… all of which were
completely new to him. Jim explains how the
Mercedes wound up in his garage.
‘Ten years ago I was working in Edinburgh,’ he says.
‘Every day I went past a garage that had these
Mercedes R107 SLs on the forecourt. I eventually
went to look at one, but decided I’d wait a few years
until I turned 50. Two weeks later I’d bought one off
eBay…’ The dealer gave some advice: don’t buy
a cheap one unseen, as they’re difficult and
expensive to restore. Temptation led Jim to overlook
this, bidding £4500 on an edgy 1979 450 SL with
eight former keepers and 147,000 miles.

LEARNER

Befor this car, Jim Stuart had only changed oil or brake
pads. How did he do it? ‘You can learn anything from YouTube!’
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‘It was worse than it looked in the pictures, but
it did get me all the way back from Portsmouth to
Dunfermline,’ he says. ‘The engine had yellow paintpen marks on it from a breaker’s yard. And it made
a ticking noise.’ Not like a Swiss watch. More like
something with a cylinder head issue. Jim took the
nearside cam cover off and was amazed to discover
that someone had glued on the camshaft’s oil supply
pipe with black sealant, rather than spending a few
pence on the correct plastic clips.
‘It had come adrift and starved a couple of cam
bearings of oil,’ says Jim. ‘By the time I took the head
off and priced up all the parts needed to rebuild
it – £1000 – I decided to scrap the engine. Especially
when I discovered it wasn’t even a 450, but a 350!’
Amazingly, Jim found a good 450 engine online for
just £350 and fitted it, running the car with
➽
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Audi TT seats are much
more comfortable than
OE items.

THE BIG RESTORATION

Here’s how Jim did it…
2

April 2011
Inside out

The next task was to smarten up seats,
carpets console and dash… although Jim
would eventually fit different seats.

1

August 2010
What’s that noise?
Jim’s new toy makes a ticking noise…and
turns out to have an oil supply pipe
clagged on with black sealant!

3
‘I bought myself
a cheap welder
and learned how
to use it at home’
TECH SPEC
Engine 4520cc/V8/OHC
Power 225bhp@5000rpm
Torque 278lb ft@3000rpm
Gearbox 3-spd automatic
0-60mph 10sec
Top speed 134mph
Fuel economy 18mpg
Weight 1711.6kg/3770lb
Price new £16,736
Value now £45,000

Replacement
V8 an online
bargain.

Worth the
effort? We’d
say so!

pauses for localised repairs over the years. He realised
he’d need to learn to weld. ‘I joined a great online group
called the MIG welding forum – an amazing resource. I got
a cheap welder on Gumtree and learned how to use it,
then fixed the areas behind the rear bumper.’

Learning as you go

In 2015, Jim took his next step by sorting out a bubbling
boot lid and a wheel arch. This meant another challenge:
spray-painting. Learning to paint cars from a book or
a video is difficult because so much of it is about judging
things that don’t come across well in print or on screen –
the consistency of paint, the density of the spray gun’s
fan, the way the paint is lying on the panel. Nonetheless,
Jim managed it via YouTube. ‘One tip I found was to keep
buying paint from the same supplier if you’re not painting
the whole car in one go, to keep the colour consistent.’
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Jim also made significant improvements to the interior.
‘The centre console had faded to pink, so I re-coloured
it with a vinyl paint. The leather seats were faded and
scruffy too, so I fixed a split with a mesh patch, then
filled it with a flexible filler and re-coloured the leather.
They came up very well – though they weren’t very
comfortable!’ Jim even went as far as re-dying the
Zebrano-grain wood veneers on the dashboard.
Then came crunch time – literally.
‘In 2016 I took a rusty front wing off to replace it, and
I found rot in the inner wheelarch. I thought ‘now’s the
time’ and began what became a complete restoration.’
First, Jim tackled everything at the front end of the car.
He began as far forward as he could get, dismantling the
bumpers and discovering rusty stiffeners. He cut out the
rot, let in some re-shaped angle bar to put the strength
back and rebuilt them with new rubber finishers. ‘The
next bit was laborious, as I had to strip the inner wings
and sills with a wire brush on a grinder. I found some older
repairs to the sills and plenty of rot in various places,
including some terribly rusted jacking point tubes.’
Mercedes jacking points consist of a thick steel tube
running through the sill at an angle, ready to accept the
nose of a jack. The one Jim found had rotted away to
a crooked stub. He managed to arrange access to a lathe
and turned up some new tubes. ‘After that, I rebuilt the
structural parts of the inner sill with 2mm angle bar and
then started to make repair sections for the floor,’ says
Jim. ‘Then the outer sill went on, and the sill caps at the
end, and everything got my usual covering of epoxy
primer and seam sealer.’
Then repeat for the driver’s side – which was worse.
Jim’s approach throughout was to make the welded
repairs invisible to any casual observer, and as he rightly
says, to pay someone else to fix the car to that standard
would have been madly expensive. ‘The more I did, the
more I wanted it to be perfect,’ he admits.
Hundreds more hours went into repairs to the
bulkhead and inner wings, with sturdy braces across
both doors, and the subframe came out to allow better
access. Jim wasn’t going to slap the dirty old subframe
back on without some work, was he?
➽
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November
2013
Learn to
weld!
With the rear bumper
removed from the
car, much worse rot
was revealed – Jim
had no option now
but to try his hand at
MIG welding for the
very first time.

4

December 2016
Decision time

Jim removes a front wing and
discovers extensive rot in the inner
wing and sill, and the major
restoration begins.

5

July 2018 Truly blue

After a horrid five days of wire
brushing, Jim could inspect, repair, underseal
and finally hand-paint the underside from
stem to stern.
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June 2019 Nearly there

The last big step – painting the
bonnet – was done by a local
paintshop, as the local fields filled
the air with insects and fluff!

7

February 2021
Lockdown time

A leaking rear main seal and a smoky
valve guide led to a full engine rebuild
and engine-bay respray. Some 400
hours later, it’s lovely.
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WHAT’S IT LIKE TO DRIVE
Everything has plenty of
heft, from the steering to
the pedals to the weight
of the door as you pull it
shut. The V8 engine
shrugs off all the mass,
with the kind of linear
power delivery you
associate with
locomotives. There’s no
scuttle shake, no

hesitancy, splendid
brakes and lovely ride, so
you find yourself judging
it like a modern car…and it
would be a match for
many. Jim has managed
to retain all the Mercedes
solidity and high-quality
feel, though the changes
he’s made are noticeable
too: the TT seats seem a

‘I replaced every bush and bearing, sent it all to
the sandblasters and then repainted it in epoxy and
two-pack gloss black,’ he says. And yes, the same
approach sorted out the rear axle and suspension
too. But he didn’t stop there…instead, Jim picked up
the angle grinder and wire brush again and stripped
the entire underside from back bumper to engine
bay, to bare metal. ‘That was the worst five days of
the job, but when it was primed, sealed and painted
it was worth it,’ he says. ‘I had more work to do inside
the car too, making up new bolt-in frames to fit
comfier Audi TT seats, and taking the dashboard out
to get at the heater box.’

It’s complicated…

This is a truly daunting job – imagine it as ‘remove
car from heater box’. Jim replaced foam flap seals,
control rods and the heater motor, plus the rusty
panel behind the box. Next, he prepared and painted
the doors, wings, bonnet, windscreen surround (a
new screen went in) and finished everything to his
now sky-high standards.
Jim created an extraordinary spreadsheet
recording the work he did and it totals nearly 3000
hours. Needless to say, the car sailed through its
MOT in the summer of 2019 with no advisories.
And in the summer of 2020, we came to shoot
these photos. But then lockdown returned and Jim
decided to paint the engine bay. Which led to a full
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tad higher than the
originals, so the
cant-rail is almost
on my eye-line. That
smaller Nardi wheel
feels wonderful, but
increases steering
effort (and kneeroom). Best of all, it
blocks my view of the
fuel gauge…

engine rebuild and, in March
Rejuvenated SL is now
this year, Jim told us yet another
a real delight to drive.
amazing story.
He stripped, zinc-plated and passivated
Restorer of
around 200 parts, hunting down the hard-tothe Year 2021
find chemical that produces the correct yellow
finish. He blueprinted lots of internal parts,
Later this year you will be able to vote
creating more spreadsheets for dimensions
for your favourite restoration featured
and weights. But perhaps the most impressive
in PC via practicalclassics.co.uk. Then
episode was Jim’s response to the line in the
you can look forward to the 2022
workshop manual about fitting new valve guides.
Practical Classics Classic Car and
Restoration Show where we will
‘It said ‘Immerse the guides in liquid nitrogen’, he
present the most popular
recalls. ‘I couldn’t do that, but I found a place that
restoration.
sold me 25kg of dry ice and I rigged up a water bath
with a heater element in it. That meant I could cool
the bronze guides to -80° C and heat the heads to
100° C: the temperature differential of 180° C meant I
could knock the guides in with a pneumatic hammer.’
In short, Jim tackled pretty much every task that
you can think of and dozens more that you can’t.
Want to see for yourselves? ‘I made a half-hour video
that shows the photos I took at every stage,’ says
Jim. ‘You can find it on YouTube if you search for
Mercedes 450 SL restoration.’
Ah yes, YouTube. You can learn almost anything
online, says Jim. ‘If you’re reasonably handy
with tools, and you have some self-belief and
perseverance, you can start with no experience and
still restore a car.’ n
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